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Abstract. We present a functional encryption scheme based on standard assumptions where cipher-
texts are associated with a tuple of values (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Znp , secret keys are associated with a degree-two
polynomial, and the decryption of a ciphertext ct(x1,...,xn)∈Zn

p
with a secret key skP∈Zp[X1,...,Xn],deg(P )≤2

recovers P (x1, . . . , xn), where the ciphertext contains only O(n) group elements. Our scheme, which
achieves selective security based on pairings, also yields a new predicate encryption scheme that sup-
ports degree-two polynomial evaluation, generalizing both [24] and [9].

1 Introduction

Functional Encryption [10](in short: FE) is a general paradigm that allows to generate restricted
decryption keys, that let users learn specific functions of the encrypted data, and nothing else.
Namely, ciphertexts ctx are associated with an attribute x, secret keys skf are associated with a
function f , and the decryption of ctx with skf allows to recover f(x), and nothing more. In par-
ticular, ctx does not leak its underlying attribute x. The scheme must be resistant to any collusion
of secret keys skf for different functions f : such group of secret keys should not learn anything
more than the information leaked by each key skf , individually. This security property makes FE
schemes both hard to build and extremely useful, provided the class of function they handle is
large. In fact, combining the results of [7, 4, 5] proves that an FE for sufficiently general functions1

gives a construction for the almighty Indistinguishability Obfuscation for circuits [19]. Perhaps un-
surprisingly given the versatility of these cryptographic notions, we do not know how to implement
them based on standard assumptions, let alone efficient. Instead, another approach consider specific
classes of functions, and give efficient constructions, based on standard assumptions. This is the
case of Predicate Encryption [24](in short: PE), where ciphertexts are associated with a plaintext
m and an attribute x, and secret keys are associated with a function f such that f(m,x) = m if
and only if P(x) = 1, where P is a boolean predicate (note that these are stronger that attribute-
based encryption [30, 23] since a ciphertext should not reveal its attribute x). More recently, [1, 3]
build simple functional encryption for the inner product functionality, namely, where ciphertexts
ctx are associated with vectors x, secret keys are associated with vectors y of same dimension,
and the decryption of ctx with sky recovers the inner product of x and y. To this date, boolean
predicates and inner product are the only functionalities that we know how to build from standard
assumptions.

Our contributions. We build the first FE scheme based on a standard assumption that supports
a functionality beyond inner product, or predicates. In our scheme, ciphertexts are associated with a
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set of values, and secret keys are associated with a degree-two polynomial. This way, the decryption
of a ciphertext ct(x1,...,xn)∈Znp with a secret key skP∈Zp[X1,...,Xn],deg(P )≤2 recovers P (x1, . . . , xn). The

ciphertext size is O(n) group elements, improving upon [1, 3], which would require O(n2) group
elements, since they build an FE scheme for inner product. This implies new PE schemes that
satisfy a so-called attribute-hiding property, that is, ciphertexts are associated with a set of values
and a plaintext, secret keys are associated with a degree-two polynomial, and the decryption of
a ciphertext ct(x1,...,xn)∈Znp with a secret key skP∈Zp[X1,...,Xn], deg(P )≤2 recovers the plaintext if, and

only if, P (x1, . . . , xn) = 1. The attribute-hiding property refers to the fact that ct(x1,...,xn)∈Znp leaks

no information on its attribute (x1, . . . , xn), beyond the inherent leakage of the boolean value
P (x1, . . . , xn) = 1. Again, this is done with ciphertexts of O(n) group elements, instead of O(n2)
when using [24], which build an Inner Product Encryption (where the predicate is defined by a
degree-one polynomial). Both our FE scheme and PE scheme are proved selectively secure under
the Matrix Diffie-Hellman assumption [18], which generalizes standard assumptions such as DLIN
or k-Lin for k ≥ 1, and the 3-pddh assumption [9].

Comparison with prior works. Prior PE schemes based on standard assumptions exist for
Identity-Based Encryption [12, 2, 8, 6, 13, 35] (in this context, the attribute-hiding property is re-
ferred to as anonymity of the IBE), Inner Product Encryption [24, 28, 26, 29, 14, 16], and com-
parison [9, 11, 20], namely, when ciphertexts and secret keys are associated with values, and the
secret-key sky∈Zp decrypts the ciphertext ctx∈Zp if, and only if, y ≥ x (here we only cite works that
are secure in the standard model, under static assumptions). IPE is the most expressive of these
three, since the other predicates can be efficiently reduced to IP. The PE we build is even more
expressive, since it allows to define predicate by degree-two polynomials. Note that there also exists
lattice-based attribute-hiding PE for all circuits [22], or PE for comparison with O(log n) group
elements per ciphertext [32, 21]. However, these PE are attribute-hiding in a weaker sense. In fact,
in these so-called weakly attribute-hiding PE, ciphertexts can reveal their attribute if some secret
keys that decrypt them are known (see Remark 1 for more details on the difference between weakly
and fully attribute-hiding PE).

Technical overview. The difficulty is to have ciphertexts ct(x1,...,xn) of O(n) group elements,
that must hide their attribute (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Znp , but still contain enough informations to recover
the n2 values xi · xj for i, j ∈ [n]. To ensure the attribute is hidden, the ciphertext will contain
an encryption of each value xi. Since we want to multiply together these encryptions to compute
products xi · xj , and since these encryption are composed of group elements, we require a pairing
e : G1 × G2 → GT , where G1, G2, and GT are additively written, prime-order groups. Namely,
decryption pairs encrypted values in G1 with encrypted values in G2. For this reason, it makes
sense to re-write the function as: X := Znp × Zmp , K := Zn·mp , and for all (x,y) ∈ X , α ∈ K,

F ((x,y), α) =
∑

i∈[n],j∈[m]

αi,jxiyj .

Private-key, single-ciphertext secure FE. Our starting point is a private-key FE for the boolean
function defined for (x,y) ∈ X and α ∈ Y by F ((x,y), α) = 0 (that is, decryption only gets to know
whether F ((x,y), α) is 0 or not, but not the exact value), that is only secure for a single-ciphertext:

ctx,y := {[Ari + b⊥xi]1}i∈[n], {[Bsj + a⊥yj ]2}j∈[m] and skα := [
∑
i,j

αi,jr
>
iA
>Bsj ]T ,
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where we rely on implicit representation notation [18] for group elements : for a fixed generator
Ps of Gs and for a matrix A ∈ Zn×tp , we define [A]s := APs ∈ Gn×t

s where multiplication is

done component-wise, with s ∈ {1, 2, T}. Here (A|b⊥) and (B|a⊥) are bases of Zk+1
p such that

A>a⊥ = B>b⊥ = 0, à la [15]. The vectors [Ari]1 and [Bsj ]2 for i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m], a⊥ and b⊥ are
part of a master secret key, used to (deterministically) generate ctx,y and skα. Correctness follows
from the orthogonal property: decryption computes

∑
i,j αi,je([Ari + b⊥xi]

>
1, [Bsj + a⊥yj ]2) =

skα + (a⊥)>b⊥ · [F ((x,y), α)]T which is equal to skα if, and only if, F ((x,y), α) = 0. Security relies
on the Dk-mddh Assumption [18], which stipulates that given [A]1 drawn from a matrix distribution

Dk over Z(k+1)×k
p ,

[Ar]1 ≈c [Ar + b⊥]1 and [Bs]1 ≈c [Bs + a⊥]1,

where r, s ←r Zkp. This allows to change ctx0,y0 into ctx1,y1 , but creates an extra term[∑
i,j αi,jx

1
i y

1
j −

∑
i,j αi,jx

0
i y

0
j

]
T

in the secret keys skα. We conclude the proof using the fact that

for all α queried to KeyGen, F ((x0,y0), α) = F ((x1,y1), α), as required by the security definition
for FE (see Section 2.4 for the definition of FE), which cancels out the extra term in all secret keys.

Going from one to many challenge ciphertexts poses three problems.

1. There are mix and match attacks, where some part of a challenge ciphertext is used with a
part of another ciphertext to break the scheme. For instance in the case n = m = 1, pairing
the part [Ar1 + b⊥x0]1 of ciphertext ctx0,y0 with the part [Bs1 + a⊥y1]1 of ciphertext ctx1,y1 ,
together with the secret key skα := [r>1A

>Bs1]T for α = 1, yields the value [x0 · y1]T where only
the values [x0 · y0]T and [x1 · y1]T should leak.

2. Generating [Ari + b⊥xji ]1 for a fixed i ∈ [n] but different j requires to know a⊥, which prevent
using MDDH on [A]1. The same problem holds relative to [B]2 and b⊥. In fact, this is even
more stringent in the public-key setting, since [a⊥]2 and [b⊥]1 needs to be part of the public
key.

3. In the public-key setting, the secret keys skα for all α are computable efficiently from the public
key that contains the vectors [Ari]1, [Bsj ]2.

To solve 1., we randomize the encryption by randomizing the bases (A|b⊥) and (B|a⊥) into
W−1(A|b⊥) and W>(B|a⊥) for W ←r GLk+1 a random invertible matrix. This ”glues” the com-
ponents of a ciphertext that are in G1 to those that are in G2.

To solve 2., we add an extra dimension, namely, we draw [A]1 and [B]2 from matrix distributions

over Z(k+2)×k
p , and we use bases (A|b⊥|c) and (B|a⊥|d) where c and d will be used for correctness,

while (A|b⊥) and (B|a⊥) will be used for security (using the MDDH assumption). For correctness
to hold, we require that c is orthogonal to (B|a⊥), and d to (A|b⊥). Note that this is different from
the previous scheme, where the vectors a⊥ and b⊥ were used both for security and correctness.
Here, knowing the vectors c and d, as required by correctness, a priori is not incompatible with
the MDDH assumption on [A]1 and [B]2.

Finally, to solve 3., we generate secret keys in G2 instead of GT , namely skα :=
[
∑

i,j αi,jr
>
iA
>Bsj ]2. We also randomize the ciphertexts, which contain [Ari · γ]1 and [Bsj · σ]2,

where γ, σ ←r Zp are the same for all i ∈ [n], and j ∈ [m], but fresh for each ciphertext. The
ciphertexts also contain [γ · σ]1, for correctness. This way, decryption gets [F ((x,y), α)]T + [γσ ·∑

i,j αi,jr
>
iA
>Bsj ]T , where the second term of the sum is e([γσ]1, skα). Including this “quadratic

information” [γ · σ]2 inside the ciphertexts is similar to the techniques used originally in [9], and in
follow up [11, 20]. The similarity with these schemes ends here: we need significantly new techniques
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to achieve general quadratic functions (they focus on a particular case of quadratic function). A
more detailed comparison between our work and these papers is provided in the Discussion para-
graph.

Combining the solutions to 1., 2., and 3., we obtain:

ctx,y :=

{[(Ari · γ
xi

)>
W−1

]
1

}
i∈[n]

,

{[
W

(
Bsj · σ
yj

)]
2

}
j∈[m]

, [γ · σ]1


where W←r GLk+2 and γ, σ ←r Zp are freshly picked for each ciphertext, and

skα := [
∑
i,j

αi,jr
>
iA
>Bsj ]2.

Then, to get back the value F ((x,y), α) in Zp (and not only the boolean F ((x,y), α) = 0), we
need to solve discrete log in GT , for instance using a look-up table when the output of F is small,
as done in previous FE such as [1, 3].

Finally, to use asymmetric pairings, we secret share the secret keys skαin two group elements,
one in G1, and the other in G2, such that either [A>B]1 or [A>B]2 is needed to simulate skα at
some point in the security proof, but never both. This allows to use mddh alternatively in G1 or
G2.

Discussion. The scheme described above is identically distributed than

ctx,y :=

{[(ri · γ
xi

)>
W−1

]
1

}
i∈[n]

,

{[
W

(
sj · σ
yj

)]
2

}
j∈[m]

, [γ · σ]1


skα := [

∑
i,j

αi,jr
>
i sj ]2,

which is like the Dual Pairing Vector Space constructions, originally introduced in [27], and later
used in [28, 25, 16] in the context of attribute-based encryption, and in [17, 33] in the context of
FE for inner product, with the crucial difference the all these previous construction do not include
quadratic terms of the form [r>i sj ]2. The technical difficulty is to achieve security even when these
terms are leaked in the secret keys. More specifically, these previous approaches use a security
paradigm called Dual System Encryption, introduced by [34], where the security proof uses a
hybrid argument over all secret keys, leaving the distribution of the public key identical. This is
different from our proof, which changes the distribution of the public and secret keys, and whose
security loss does not depend on the number of queried secret keys.

Finally, our approach differs from [9] and follow-up works [11, 20] in that these previous works
focus an a particular case of quadratic function, namely, the predicate comparison (see Section 4),
for which it is enough to consider vectors of the form: [Ari + xib

⊥]1, [Bsj + yja
⊥]2, where xi and

yj are either 0, either some random value (fixed at setup time, and identical for all ciphertexts
and secret keys), or the vectors are just some “trash” random vector, i.e that do not contain any
useful information. With this construction, the problem 2. pointed out previously does not arise.
We introduce new techniques to solve problem 2., thereby generalizing the aforementioned works
to any quadratic functions.
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Road map. We first give the necessary notations and preliminaries in Section 2. Then, following the
technical overview, we first give a private-key functional encryption scheme that is only secure when
there is one challenge ciphertext in Section 3.1, and we give our public-key functional encryption
in Section 3.2. In Section 4, we show how this gives new PE that support degree-two polynomial
evaluation, and other interesting predicates, such as comparison.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notations

We denote by s←r S the fact that s is picked uniformly at random from a finite set S. By PPT, we
denote a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm. Throughout this paper, we use 1λ as the security
parameter. We use · to denote multiplication as well as component-wise multiplication. We denote
by λ the security parameter, and by negl(·) any negligible function of λ.

2.2 Pairing groups

Let GGen be a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm that on input the security parameter
1λ, returns a description PG = (p,G1,G2, P1, P2,GT , e) of pairing groups where G1, G2, GT are
cyclic group of order p for a λ-bit prime p, P1, P2 are generators of G1, G2, respectively, and e :
G1 ×G2 → GT is an efficiently computable (non-degenerate) bilinear map. Define PT := e(P1, P2),
which is a generator of GT . We use implicit representation of group elements: for a ∈ Zp, define
[a]s = aPs ∈ Gs as the implicit representation of a in Gs, for s ∈ {1, 2, T}. Given [a]1 and [b]2, one
can efficiently compute [ab]T using the pairing e. For two matrices A, B with matching dimensions
define e([A]1, [B]2) := [AB]T .

2.3 Complexity assumptions

We recall the definitions of the Matrix Decision Diffie-Hellman (mddh) Assumption [18].

Definition 1 (Matrix Distribution). Let k ∈ N. We call Dk a matrix distribution if it outputs

matrices in Z(k+1)×k
p of full rank k, and satisfying the following basis property, in polynomial time:

Property 1 (Basis property).

Pr[(A|b⊥) and (B|a⊥) are full rank ] = 1− 1

Ω(p)
,

where A,B←r Dk,a⊥,b⊥ ←r Zk+1
p such that A>a⊥ = B>b⊥ = 0.

Without loss of generality, we assume the first k rows of A←r Dk form an invertible matrix. Note
that the basis property is not explicit in [18], but, as noted in [15, Lemma 1 (basis lemma)], all
examples of matrix distribution presented in [18, Section 3.4], namely Uk, Lk, SCk, Ck and ILk,
satisfy this property.

The Dk-Matrix Diffie-Hellman problem in Gs for s ∈ {1, 2, T} is to distinguish the two distri-
butions ([A]s, [Aw]s) and ([A]s, [u]s) where A←r Dk, w←r Zkp and u←r Zk+1

p .
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Definition 2 (Dk-Matrix Diffie-Hellman Assumption Dk-mddh). Let Dk be a matrix distri-
bution. We say that the Dk-Matrix Diffie-Hellman (Dk-mddh) Assumption holds relative to GGen
in Gs, for s ∈ {1, 2, T}, if for all PPT adversaries A,

AdvDk-mddh
GGen,A (λ) := |Pr[A(PG, [A]s, [Aw]s) = 1]− Pr[A(PG, [A]s, [u]s) = 1]| = negl(λ),

where the probability is taken over PG ←r GGen(1λ), A←r Dk,w←r Zkp,u←r Zk+1
p .

For each k ≥ 1, [18] specifies distributions (Uk, Lk, SCk, Ck and ILk) over Z(k+1)×k
p such that the

corresponding Dk-mddh assumptions are generically secure in bilinear groups and form a hierarchy
of increasingly weaker assumptions. Lk-mddh is the well known k-Linear Assumption k-Lin with
1-Lin = DDH.

We also recall the definition of 3-party Decision Diffie-Hellman (3-pddh) Assumption introduced
in [9]. We give a variant in the asymmetric-pairing setting.

Definition 3 (3-party Decision Diffie-Hellman Assumption 3-pddh). We say that the 3-
party Decision Diffie-Hellman Assumption (3-pddh) Assumption holds relative to GGen if for all
PPT adversaries A,

Adv3−pddh
GGen,A(λ) := |Pr[A(PG, [a]1, [b]2, [c]1, [c]2, [abc]1) = 1]−Pr[A(PG, [a]1, [b]2, [c]1, [c]2, [d]1) = 1]| = negl(λ),

where the probability is taken over PG ←r GGen(1λ), a, b, c, d←r Zp.

2.4 Functional Encryption

A functional encryption scheme for a function F : K × X → Y consists of four algorithms
(Setup,Enc,KeyGen,Dec):

Setup(1λ,X ,K,Y) → (pk,msk, ek). The setup algorithm gets as input the security parameter λ,
the key space K, the plaintext space X , the output space Y, and outputs the public key pk, the
master key msk and the encryption key ek. In a private-key scheme, ek := msk, whereas ek := ∅
in a public-key scheme.

Enc(pk, ek, x)→ ctx. The encryption algorithm gets as input the public key pk, the encryption key
ek, and a plaintext x ∈ X . It outputs a ciphertext ctx.

KeyGen(pk,msk, k) → skk. The key generation algorithm gets as input msk and a key k ∈ K. It
outputs a secret key skk. Note that k is public given skk.

Dec(pk, skk, ctx)→ y. The decryption algorithm gets as input skk and ctx. It outputs y ∈ Y.

Correctness. We require that for all (k, x) ∈ K × X ,

Pr[Dec(pk, skk,Enc(pk, ek, x)) = F (k, x)] = 1,

where the probability is taken over (pk,msk, ek) ← Setup(1λ,X ,K,Y), skk ← KeyGen(pk,msk, k),
and the coins of Enc.
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Security definition. For a stateful adversary A and a functional encryption scheme FE, we define
the advantage function

AdvFEA (λ) := Pr

[
b = b′ :

st← ASetupO(·,·);

b′ ← AKeyGenO(·)(st)

]
− 1

2

where SetupO, on input (x(0) ∈ X , x(1) ∈ X ), computes (pk,msk, ek) ← Setup(1λ,X ,K), picks
b ←r {0, 1}, and returns (pk,Enc(ek, pk, x(b)); KeyGenO, on input k ∈ K, returns KeyGen(msk, k);
with the requirement that SetupO is called only once at the beginning of the game, and that all
queries k ∈ K that A makes to KeyGenO(·) satisfy F (k, x(0)) = F (k, x(1)). FE is said to be selectively
secure, if for all PPT adversaries A, the advantage AdvFEA (λ) is a negligible function in λ. Note that
in the private-key setting, this corresponds to single-ciphertext security, since the adversary only
gets to see one challenge ciphertext (and contrary to the public-key setting, it cannot generate
ciphertext by itself without ek).

2.5 Predicate Encryption

An predicate encryption (PE) scheme for a predicate P : X ×Y → {0, 1} consists of four algorithms
(Setup,Enc, KeyGen,Dec):

Setup(1λ,X ,Y,M)→ (pk,msk). The setup algorithm gets as input the security parameter λ, the
attribute universe X , the predicate universe Y, the message space M and outputs the public
parameter pk, and the master key msk.

Enc(pk, x,M)→ ctx. The encryption algorithm gets as input pk, an attribute x ∈ X and a message
M ∈M. It outputs a ciphertext ctx. Note that x is public given ctx.

KeyGen(pk,msk, y) → sky. The key generation algorithm gets as input msk and a value y ∈ Y. It
outputs a secret key sky. Note that y is public given sky.

Dec(pk, sky, ctx)→M . The decryption algorithm gets as input sky and ctx such that P(x, y) = 1.
It outputs a message M .

Correctness. We require that for all (x, y) ∈ X × Y such that P(x, y) = 1 and all M ∈M,

Pr[Dec(pk, sky,Enc(pk, x,M)) = M ] = 1,

where the probability is taken over (pk,msk)← Setup(1λ,X ,Y,M), sky ← KeyGen(pk,msk, y), and
the coins of Enc.

Security definition. For a stateful adversary A, we define the advantage function

AdvPEA (λ) := Pr

[
b = b′ :

st← ASetupO(·,·,·,·);

b′ ← AKeyGenO(·)(st)

]
− 1

2

where SetupO, on input (x(0) ∈ X , x(1) ∈ X ,M0 ∈ M,M1 ∈ M), computes (pk,msk) ←
Setup(1λ,X ,Y,M), picks b ←r {0, 1}, and returns (pk,Enc(pk, x(b),Mb); KeyGenO, on input y,
returns KeyGen(msk, y); with the requirement that SetupO is called only once at the beginning
of the game, and that all queries y that A makes to KeyGenO(·) satisfies P(x(0), y) = P(x(1), y).
Moreover, if P(x(0), y) = 1, for the queries y to KeyGenO, then M0 = M1. A PE scheme is selectively
secure, fully attribute hiding, if for all PPT adversaries A, the advantage AdvPEA (λ) is a negligible
function in λ.
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Remark 1 (Fully vs weakly attribute hiding). The fully attribute hiding property refers to the fact
that an adversary cannot distinguish a ciphertext for attribute x(0) from a ciphertext for x(1), as
long as it only queries keys sky where P(x(0), y) = P(x(1), y). This is stronger that a so-called
weakly attribute hiding property, which requires that the adversary only queries keys sky where
P(x(0), y) = P(x(1), y) = 0.

3 Functional Encryption for Quadratic Functions

In this section we give a functional encryption scheme for quadratic functions, that is, for n ∈ N,
PG = (p,G1,G2, P1, P2,GT , e) ←r GGen(1λ), X ⊂ Znp × Zmp , K ⊂ Zn·mp , Y := F (X ,K) ⊂ GT , and
for all (x,y) ∈ X , α ∈ K:

F ((x,y), α) =

 ∑
i∈[n],j∈[m]

αi,jxiyj


T

∈ GT

Remark 2 (Y = Zp). Note that we can build a scheme for any X ⊂ Znp × Zmp ,K ⊂ Zn·mp , Y :=
F (X ,K) ⊂ Zp where for all (x,y) ∈ X , α ∈ K:

F ((x,y), α) =
∑

i∈[n],j∈[m]

αi,jxiyj mod p,

as long as |Y| is polynomial in the security parameter, using a look-up table to recover∑
i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,jxiyj mod p from

[∑
i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,jxiyj

]
T

.

Following the technical overview of Section 1, we first give in Section 3.1 a private-key functional
encryption scheme that is only single-ciphertext secure, for the boolean function which for all
(x,y) ∈ X , α ∈ K, returns the boolean value:

F ((x,y), α) = [0]T ,

where F is defined above. In Section 3.2, we build up from the latter a public-key functional
encryption for F .

3.1 Private-key, Single-ciphertext secure FE

In Figure 3.1, we present a family of private-key, single-ciphertext secure functional encryption
schemes for quadratic functions, parametrized by an integer k ≥ 1 and a matrix distribution Dk
(see Definition 1). That is, for each k ∈ N, and each matrix distribution Dk, the scheme FEone(k,Dk)
presented in Figure 3.1 is single-ciphertext, selectively secure under the Dk-mddh assumption, on
asymmetric pairings.

Theorem 1 (Correctness). For any k ∈ N∗ and any matrix distribution Dk, the functional
encryption scheme FEone(k,Dk) defined in Figure 3.1 has perfect correctness.

Proof of Theorem 1. Correctness follows from the fact that for all i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m],

e(Ci, Ĉj) = [r>iA
>Bsj + (a⊥)>b⊥xiyj ]T ,
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Setup(1λ,X ,K,Y, 1k,Dk):

PG ←r GGen(1λ), A,B ←r Dk; a⊥,b⊥ ←r Zk+1
p s.t.

A>a⊥ = B>b⊥ = 0
For i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m], ri, sj ←r Zkp.
Return pk := PG and

msk :=
(
A,a⊥,B,b⊥, {ri, sj}i∈[n],j∈[m]

)
KeyGen(msk, α ∈ Zn·mp ):

K := [
∑
i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,jr

>
iA

>Bsj ]1 − [u]1, K̂ := [u]2, where
u←r Zp
Return skα := (K, K̂) ∈ G1 ×G2

Enc(pk,msk, (x,y) ∈ Znp × Zmp ):

For i ∈ [n]: Ci :=
[
Ari + b⊥xi

]
1
,

For j ∈ [m]: Ĉj :=
[
Bsj + a⊥yj

]
2
,

Return ct(x,y) := {Ci, Ĉj}i∈[n],j∈[m] ∈ Gn(k+1)
1 ×Gm(k+1)

2

Dec(pk, ct(x,y), skα):

Return the boolean:
∑
i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,j · e(Ci, Ĉj) =

e(K, [1]2) + e([1]1, K̂).

Fig. 1. FEone(k,Dk), a family of private-key, functional encryption schemes parametrized by k ∈ N∗ and a matrix
distribution Dk, single-ciphertext, selectively secure under the Dk-mddh assumption on asymmetric pairings.

since A>a⊥ = B>b⊥ = 0. Therefore, the decryption gets

[
∑
i,j

αi,jr
>
iA
>Bsj + (a⊥)>b⊥ ·

∑
i,j

αi,jxiyj ]T = e(K, [1]2)− e([1]1, K̂) + (a⊥)>b⊥ · [
∑
i,j

αi,jxiyj ]T .

The basis property (Property 1 in Definition 1) implies that (a⊥)>b⊥ 6= 0, which allows to check if∑
i,j αi,jxiyj is 0. ut

Theorem 2 (Security). For any k ∈ N∗ and any matrix distribution Dk, if the Dk-mddh as-
sumptions hold in PG, then the functional encryption scheme FEone(k,Dk) defined in Figure 3.1 is
selectively secure, in a single-ciphertext setting (see the security definition in Section 2.4). Namely,
for any adversary A, there exists adversaries B such that T(B) ≈ T(A) and

AdvFEone
A (λ) ≤ 3 ·AdvDk-mddh

GGen,B (λ) + 2−Ω(λ).

Proof of Theorem 2. We prove the security of FEone(k,Dk) via a series of games described in Figure 2
and we use Advi to denote the advantage of A in game Gi. G0 corresponds to the game for selective
security of the functional encryption scheme, in the private-key, single-ciphertext setting, as defined
in Section 2.4.

Lemma 1 (G0 to G1). There exists an adversary B0 such that T(B0) ≈ T(A) and

|Adv0 − Adv1| ≤ 2 ·AdvDk-mddh
GGen,B0 (λ) + 2−Ω(λ).

Proof of Lemma 1. Here, we use the mddh assumption on [A]1 to change the distribution of the
challenge ciphertext, after arguing that one can simulate the game without knowing a⊥ or [A]2.

First, we use the fact that for any vector a⊥ orthogonal to A, we have :∑
i,j

αi,jr
>
iA
>Bsj =

∑
i,j

αi,j
(
Ari + x

(b)
i b⊥

)>(
Bsj + y

(b)
j a⊥

)
−
∑
i,j

αi,jx
(b)
i (b⊥)>(Bsj + y

(b)
j a⊥) .

Then, we switch {Bsj + y
(b)
j a⊥}j∈[m] to {Bsj + y

(b)
j z}j∈[m], where z ←r Zk+1

p . This allows to

simulate SetupO and KeyGenO without knowing a⊥. This is justified by the fact that {sj}j∈[m]

9



SetupO
(
(x(0),y(0)), (x(1),y(1))

)
: G0, G1, G2

PG ←r GGen(1λ); A,B←r Dk; b←r {0, 1}; a⊥,b⊥ ←r Zk+1
p s.t. A>a⊥ = B>b⊥ = 0

For i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m]: ri ←r Zkp, sj ←r Zkp
Ci := [Ari + x

(b)
i b⊥]1; Ci := [Ari]1

Ĉj := [Bsj + y
(b)
i a⊥]2; Ĉj := [Bsj ]2

Return ct(x,y) := {Ci, Ĉj}i∈[n],j∈[m]

KeyGenO(α ∈ Zn·mp ):

K := [u]1 ←r G1; K̂ := [
∑
i,j αi,jr

>
iA

>Bsj ]2 − [u]2 − (b⊥)>a⊥ · [
∑
i,j

αi,jx
(b)
i y

(b)
j ]2

Return skα := (K, K̂)

Fig. 2. Games G0, G1, G2 for the proof of selective security of FEone(k,Dk) in Figure 3.1. In each procedure, the
components inside a solid (dotted, gray) frame are only present in the games marked by a solid (dotted, gray) frame.

and {sj + y
(b)
j s}j∈[m] are identically distributed for s ←r Zkp, so we can write Bsj + y

(b)
j a⊥ as

Bsj + y
(b)
j (Bs + a⊥); then, we use the fact that a⊥ is identically distributed as s̃ã⊥, where s̃←r Z∗p

and ã⊥ ←r Zk+1
p such that A>ã⊥ = 0; then, we use the fact that (B|ã⊥) is a basis of Zk+1

p with

probability 1−2Ω(−λ) over the choices of B and ã⊥ (by the basis property in Definition 1). Finally,

we use the fact that when (B|ã⊥) is a basis of Zk+1
p , the distribution of (Bs + s̃ã⊥) is 1/p-close to

the distribution of z←r Zk+1
p .

Moreover, KeyGenO(α) is simulated by computing K̂ := [u]2 ←r G2, and K := [
∑

i,j αi,j
(
Ari+

x
(b)
i b⊥

)>(
Bsj + y

(b)
j z
)
−
∑

i,j αi,jx
(b)
i (b⊥)>(Bsj + y

(b)
j z)]1 − [u]1, which does not require to know

[A]2. Then, we switch {ri}i∈[n] to {ri + x
(b)
i r}i∈[n], where r ←r Zkp, which does not change the

distribution of the game. So we have, for all i ∈ [n], Ci := [Ari+x
(b)
i (Ar+b⊥)]1. At this point, the

game can be simulated knowing [A]1, [Ar]1, and other information completely independent from
the latter.

Therefore, we can use the mddh assumption with respect to [A]1 to argue that:

([A]1, [Ar]1) ≈c ([A]1, [u]1) ≡ ([A]1, [u]1 − [b⊥]1) ≈c ([A]1, [Ar]1 − [b⊥]1),

where r ←r Zkp and u ←r Zk+1
p , ≈c denotes computational indistinguishability, and ≡ denotes

statistical equality. This means for all i ∈ [n], Ci := [Ari + x
(b)
i Ar]1.

Switching back {ri+x(b)i r}i∈[n] to {ri}i∈[n], and {Bsj+yj(b)z}j∈[m] back to {Bsj+y
(b)
j a⊥}j∈[m],

we obtain Ci := [Ari]1, Ĉj := [Bsj + y
(b)
j a⊥]2, K̂ := [u]2 ←r G2, and

K := [
∑
i,j

αi,j
(
Ari

)>(
Bsj + y

(b)
j a⊥

)
−
∑
i,j

αi,jx
(b)
i (b⊥)>(Bsj + y

(b)
j a⊥)]1 − [u]1

= [
∑
i,j

αi,j
(
Ari

)>
Bsj − (b⊥)>a⊥

∑
i,j

αi,jx
(b)
i y

(b)
j ]1 − [u]1,

which is as in the game G1. ut
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Lemma 2 (G1 to G2). There exists an adversary B1 such that T(B1) ≈ T(A) and

|Adv1 − Adv2| ≤ AdvDk-mddh
GGen,B1 (λ) + 2−Ω(λ).

Proof of Lemma 2. Here, we use the mddh assumption on [B]2 to change the distribution of the
challenge ciphertext, after arguing that one can simulate the game without knowing b⊥ or [B]1.

First, note that the vector b⊥ only shows up in the value (b⊥)>a⊥ used by KeyGenO. Therefore,
the adversary B1 simulates KeyGenO by picking a uniformly random value (b⊥)>a⊥ ←r Zp. In
particular, it does not need to know b⊥ explicitly.

Then, B1 computes secret keys K := [u]1 ←r G1, and K̂ := [
∑

i,j αi,jr
>
iA
>(Bsj + y

(b)
j a⊥)]2 −

[u]2 − (b⊥)>a⊥ · [
∑

i,j αi,jx
(b)
i y

(b)
j ]2, which is distributed as in G1, since A>a⊥ = 0.

Then, we argue that [Bsj + y
(b)
j a⊥]2 is statistically close to [Bsj + y

(b)
j z]2, where z ←r Zkp, as

exactly as in the proof of Lemma 1.

Then, we use the mddh with respect to [B]2 to argue that:

([B]2, [z]2) ≈c ([B]2, [Bs]2),

where s←r Zkp and z←r Zk+1
p , and ≈c denotes computational indistinguishability. For all j ∈ [m],

we obtain Ĉj := [Bsj + y
(b)
j Bs]2 and K̂ := [

∑
i,j αi,jr

>
iA
>(Bsj + y

(b)
j Bs)]2 − [u]2 − (b⊥)>a⊥ ·

[
∑

i,j αi,jx
(b)
i y

(b)
j ]2, which is identically distributed as G2, using the fact that {sj}j∈[m] is identically

distributed than {sj + y
(b)
j s}j∈[m], when sj , s←r Zkp.

ut

Lemma 3 (G2). Adv2 = 0.

Proof of Lemma 3. By definition of the security game, for all α queried to KeyGenO, we have:∑
i,j αi,jx

(b)
i y

(b)
j =

∑
i,j αi,jx

(0)
i y

(0)
j . Therefore, the view of the adversary in G2 is completely inde-

pendent from the random bit b←r {0, 1}. ut

Combining Lemma 1, 2, and 3 gives Theorem 2. ut

3.2 Public-key FE

In Figure 3, we present a family of public-key functional encryption schemes for quadratic functions,
parametrized by an integer k ≥ 1 and a matrix distribution Dk (see Definition 1). That is, for each
k ∈ N, and each matrix distribution Dk, the scheme FE(k,Dk) presented in Figure 3.2 is selectively
secure under the Dk-mddh and the 3-pddh assumptions, on asymmetric pairings.

Theorem 3 (Correctness). For any k ∈ N∗ and any matrix distribution Dk, the functional
encryption scheme FE(k,Dk) defined in Figure 3.2 has perfect correctness.

Proof of Theorem 3. Correctness follows from the facts that for all i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m]:

e(C2i−1, Ĉ2j−1) = [γr>2i−1A
>Bs2j−1 + xiyj ]T and e(C2i, Ĉ2j) = [γr>2iA

>Bs2j ]T .
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Setup(1λ,X ,K,Y, 1k,Dk):

PG ←r GGen(1λ), A,B←r Dk;
For i ∈ [2n], j ∈ [2m], ri, sj ←r Zkp.

Return pk :=
{

[r>iA
>]1, [Bsj ]2

}
i∈[2n],j∈[2m]

and msk :=
(
A,B, {ri, sj}i∈[2n],j∈[2m]

)
KeyGen(msk, α ∈ Zn·mp ):

K := [
∑
i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,j

(
r>2i−1A

>Bs2j−1 − r>2iA
>Bs2j

)
]1 − [u]1 ∈ G1; K̂ := [u]2 ∈ G2, where u←r Zp.

Return skα := (K, K̂) ∈ G1 ×G2

Enc(pk, (x,y) ∈ Znp × Zmp ):

W←r GLk+2, γ ←r Zp; C0 := [γ]1; Ĉ0 := [γ]2; for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m:

C2i−1 :=

[(
γ ·Ar2i−1

xi

)>

W−1

]
1

, C2i :=
[
γ(Ar2i)

>
]
1
, Ĉ2j−1 :=

[
W

(
Bs2j−1

yj

)]
2

Ĉ2j := [Bs2j ]2

Return ct(x,y) :=
(
{Ci, Ĉj}0≤i≤2n,0≤j≤2m

)
∈ Gn(2k+3)+1

1 ×Gm(2k+3)+1
2

Dec(pk, ct(x,y), skα):

Return
∑
i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,j

(
e(C2i−1, Ĉ2j−1) + e(C2i, Ĉ2j)

)
− e(C0, K̂)− e(K, Ĉ0).

Fig. 3. FE(k,Dk), a family of functional encryption schemes parametrized by k ∈ N∗ and a matrix distribution Dk,
selectively secure under the Dk-mddh and 3-pddh assumptions.

Therefore, the decryption gets

[
∑

i∈[n],j∈[m]

αi,jγ
(
r>2i−1A

>Bs2j−1 + r>2iA
>Bs2j

)
]T + [

∑
i∈[n],j∈[m]

αi,jxiyj ]T − e(C0, K̂)− e(K, Ĉ0)

= [
∑

i∈[n],j∈[m]

αi,jxiyj ]T .

ut

Theorem 4 (Security). For any k ∈ N∗ and any matrix distribution Dk, if the Dk-mddh and
the 3-pddh assumptions hold in G, then the functional encryption scheme FE(k,Dk) defined in
Figure 3.2 is selectively secure. Namely, for any adversary A, there exists adversaries B and B′
such that T(B′) ≈ T(B) ≈ T(A) and

AdvFEA (λ) ≤ 12 ·AdvDk-mddh
GGen,B (λ) + 2 ·Adv3−pddh

GGen,B′(λ) + 2−Ω(λ).

Proof of Theorem 4. We prove the security of FE(k,Dk) via a series of games described in Figure 3.2
and we use Advi to denote the advantage of A in game Gi. G0 corresponds to the game for selective
security of the functional encryption scheme, as defined in Section 2.4

Lemma 4 (G0 to G1). There exists an adversary B0 such that T(B) ≈ T(A) and

|Adv0 − Adv1| ≤ 6 ·AdvDk-mddh
GGen,B0 (λ) + 2−Ω(λ).

Proof of Lemma 4. Using the selective, single-ciphertext security of the underlying private-key
scheme (which is exactly the scheme in Figure 3.1), we can switch: {[Ari]1, [Bsj ]2}i∈[2n],j∈[2m]}
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SetupO
(
(x(0),y(0)), (x(1),y(1))

)
: G0 , G1 , G2 ,G3 ,G4 , G5

PG ←r GGen(1λ); A,B←r Dk; b←r {0, 1}; a⊥,b⊥ ←r Zk+1
p s.t. A>a⊥ = B>b⊥ = 0

For i ∈ [2n], j ∈ [2m]: ri ←r Zkp, sj ←r Zkp

pk :=

{[
Ar2i−1 + x

(b)
i b⊥

]
1

,

[
Ar2i + x

(0)
i b⊥

]
1

,

[
Bs2j−1 + y

(b)
j a⊥

]
2

,

[
Bs2j + y

(0)
j a⊥

]
2

}
i∈[n],j∈[m]

W←r GLk+2, γ ←r Zp; v ←r Zp ; C0 := [γ]1; Ĉ0 := [γ]2

C2i−1 :=


γAr2i−1 + γx

(b)
i b⊥ + vx

(b)
i b⊥

0 + x
(b)
i

>

W−1


1

; C2i :=

[(
γAr2i + γx

(0)
i b⊥ + vx

(0)
i b⊥

)>]
1

;

Ĉ2j−1 :=

W
Bs2j−1 + y

(b)
j b⊥

0 + y
(b)
j




2

; Ĉ2j :=

[
Bs2j + y

(0)
j b⊥

]
2

;

Return (pk, ct(x,y) := {Ci, Ĉj}0≤i≤2n,0≤j≤2m)

KeyGenO(α ∈ Zn·mp ):

K := [
∑
i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,j

(
r>2i−1A

>Bs2j−1 + r>2iA
>Bs2j

)
]1 − [u]1 ∈ G1; K̂ := [u]2 ∈ G2, where u←r Zp.

Return skα := (K, K̂) ∈ G1 ×G2

Fig. 4. Games Gi, i = 0, . . . , 5 for the proof of selective security of FE(k,Dk) in Figure 3.2. In each procedure, the
components inside a solid (dotted, light gray, gray) frame are only present in the games marked by a solid (dotted,
light gray, gray) frame.

to {[Ar2i−1 + x
(b)
i b⊥]1, [Ar2i + x

(0)
i b⊥]1, [Bs2j−1 + y

(b)
j a⊥]2, [Bs2j + y

(0)
j a⊥]2}i∈[n],j∈[m]}, since∑

i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,jx
(b)
i y

(b)
j −

∑
i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,jx

(0)
i y

(0)
j = 0, by definition of the security game. Thus,

by Theorem 2 (security of the single-ciphertext secure scheme), we obtain the lemma. ut

Lemma 5 (G1 to G2). There exists an adversary B1 such that T(B1) ≈ T(A) and

|Adv1 − Adv2| ≤ Adv3−pddh
GGen,B1(λ) + 2−Ω(λ)

Here, we change the distribution of the challenge ciphertexts, first using the 3-pddh assumption.
Proof of Lemma 5. Upon receiving a 3-pddh challenge (PG, [a]1, [b]2, [c]1, [c]2, [z]1) (see Definition 3),
B1 simulates SetupO((x(0),y(0)), (x(1),y(1))) by picking A,B←r Dk; b←r {0, 1}; b̃⊥ ←r Zk+1

p s.t.

B>b̃⊥ = 0; ã⊥ ←r Zk+1
p s.t. A>ã⊥ = 0, (ã⊥)>b̃⊥ = 1, and setting:

[a⊥]2 := [b · ã⊥]2, [b
⊥]1 := [a · b̃⊥]1 and γ := c.

Then, for i ∈ [2n], j ∈ [2m], B1 picks ri ←r Zkp, sj ←r Zkp and computes

pk :=
{[

Ar2i−1 + x
(b)
i b⊥

]
1
,
[
Ar2i + x

(0)
i b⊥

]
1
,
[
Bs2j−1 + y

(b)
j a⊥

]
2
,
[
Bs2j + y

(0)
j a⊥

]
2

}
i∈[n],j∈[m]

.

It picks W̃←r GLk+2 and implicitly sets

W := W̃

(
B|a⊥ 0

0 1

)−1
.
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Here we use the fact that (B|a⊥) is full rank with probability 1− 2−Ω(λ) over the choices of B and
a⊥ (see Definition 1). Then, for i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m], it computes

C2i−1 :=


γr2i−1

z · x(b)i
x
(b)
i


>


A>B 0 0

0 (b̃⊥)>ã⊥︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

0

0 0 1

W̃−1


1

and C2i :=


 γr2i

z · x(0)i
0

>A>B 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

W̃−1


1

Ĉ2j−1 :=

W̃

s2j−1

y
(b)
j

y
(b)
j



2

and Ĉ2j :=

W̃

 s2j

y
(0)
j

0



2

Finally, B1 computes C0 := [c]1, Ĉ0 := [c]2, and simulates KeyGenO as in G2 (see Figure 3.2).
Note that when [z]1 is a real 3-pddh challenge, i.e [z]1 = [abc]1, then B1 simulates G1; whereas it

simulates G2 when [z]1 := [v]1 ←r G1. This proves |Adv1 − Adv2| ≤ Adv3−pddh
GGen,B1(λ) + 2−Ω(λ). ut

Lemma 6 (G2 to G3). |Adv2 − Adv3| ≤ 2−Ω(λ).

Here, we change the distribution of the challenge ciphertexts, using a statistical argument.
Proof of Lemma 6. We use the facts that:

– the distributions of v ←r Zp, and v ←r Zp such that v + γ 6= 0, have statistical distance 1/p,
for any γ ∈ Zp.

– W ←r GLk+2 and W̃ ·

 Idk×k 0 0

0 1 1
v+γ

0 0 −1
v+γ

 ·
 Idk×k 0 0

0 1 0

0 −1 1

 · (B|a⊥ 0

0 1

)−1
, where W̃ ←r GLk+2

and v ←r Zp, v + γ 6= 0, are statistically 2−Ω(λ)-close, since (B|a⊥) forms a basis of Zk+1
p with

probability 1− 2−Ω(λ) over the choice of B and a⊥.

Therefore, we can change the distribution of Ci and Ĉj , for all i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m], as follows:

Ĉ2j−1 =

W̃ ·

 Idk×k 0 0

0 1 1
v+γ

0 0 −1
v+γ

 ·
 Idk×k 0 0

0 1 0

0 −1 1


s2j−1

y
(b)
j

y
(b)
j



2

=

W̃ ·

 Idk×k 0 0

0 1 1
v+γ

0 0 −1
v+γ


s2j−1

y
(b)
j

0



2

=

W̃ ·

s2j−1

y
(b)
j

0



2
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and

C2i−1 =


 γr2i−1

(v + γ) · x(b)i
x
(b)
i


>A>B 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

 ·
 Idk×k 0 0

0 1 0

0 −1 1

−1 ·
 Idk×k 0 0

0 1 1
v+γ

0 0 −1
v+γ


−1

· W̃−1


1

=


 γr2i−1

(v + γ) · x(b)i
x
(b)
i


>A>B 0 0

0 1 0

0 1 1

 ·
 Idk×k 0 0

0 1 1
v+γ

0 0 −1
v+γ


−1

· W̃−1


1

=


 γr2i−1

(v + γ) · x(b)i
x
(b)
i


>A>B 0 0

0 1 1

0 1 −(v + γ)

 · W̃−1


1

=


 γr2i−1

(v + γ + 1) · x(b)i
0

> · W̃−1


1

Finally, we can switch {v+γ+1, where v ←r Zp such that v+γ 6= 0}, to {v+γ, where v ←r Zp},
because these distributions are 1/p close, to obtain the distribution of G3. This proves |Adv2 −
Adv3| ≤ 2−Ω(λ). ut

Lemma 7 (G3 to G4). There exists an adversary B3 such that T(B3) ≈ T(A) and

|Adv3 − Adv4| ≤ Adv3−pddh
GGen,B2(λ).

Here, we change the distribution of the challenge ciphertext, using the 3-pddh assumption, as
for Lemma 6.
Proof of Lemma 7. Upon receiving a 3-pddh challenge (PG, [a]1, [b]2, [c]1, [c]2, [z]1), B3 simulates
SetupO((x(0),y(0)), (x(1),y(1))) by picking A,B ←r Dk; b ←r {0, 1}; b̃⊥ ←r Zk+1

p s.t. B>b̃⊥ = 0;

ã⊥ ←r Zk+1
p s.t. A>ã⊥ = 0, (ã⊥)>b̃⊥ = 1, and setting:

[a⊥]2 := [b · ã⊥]2, [b
⊥]1 := [a · b̃⊥]1 and γ := c.

The proof goes on exactly as for the proof of Lemma 5, to which we defer for further details. ut

Lemma 8 (G4 to G5). There exists an adversary B4 such that T(B4) ≈ T(A) and

|Adv4 − Adv5| ≤ 4 ·AdvDk-mddh
GGen,B4 (λ) + 2−Ω(λ).

Proof of Lemma 8. This transition is symmetric to that between G0 and G1: we use the
selective, single-ciphertext security of the underlying private-key scheme (in Figure 3.1), to

switch: {[Ar2i−1 + x
(b)
i b⊥]1, [Ar2i − x

(0)
i b⊥]1, [Bs2j−1 + y

(b)
j a⊥]2, [Bs2j + y

(0)
j a⊥]2}i∈[n],j∈[m] to

{[Ari]1, [Bsj ]2}i∈[2n],j∈[2m], since
∑

i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,jx
(b)
i y

(b)
j +

∑
i∈[n],j∈[m] αi,jx

(0)
i y

(0)
j = 0, by defini-

tion of the security game. Thus, by Theorem 2 (security of the single-ciphertext secure scheme),
we obtain the lemma. ut

Theorem 4 follows from Lemmas 4-8, and the fact that G5 is independent from the bit b ←r

{0, 1}. ut
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4 Application to PE Supporting Degree-Two Polynomial Evaluation.

Here we show how to build a PE for degree-two polynomial evaluation, namely, for the predicate
P : X × Y → {0, 1} where X ⊂ Znp × Zmp , Y ⊂ Zn·mp , such that and for all (x, y) ∈ X and α ∈ Y,∑

i∈[n],j∈[m]

αi,jxiyj ∈ {0, 1} and P((x,y), α) = 1 iff
∑

i∈[n],j∈[m]

αi,jxiyj = 1 mod p.

In Figure 4, we present a generic construction of PE for P from any functional encryption scheme
FE for quadratic functions, namely, for F : X ′ × K → Y ′ where X ′ ⊂ Znp × Zmp , K ⊂ Zn·mp ,
Y ′ := F (X ′,K) and for all (x,y) ∈ X ′, α ∈ K

F ((x,y), α) =

 ∑
i∈[n],j∈[m]

αi,jxiyj


T

.

Such functional encryption scheme is given in Section 3.

Setup(1λ,X ⊂ Znp × Zmp ,Y ⊂ Zn·mp , 1k,M := GT ,Dk):

Set X ′ := {(w · x,y), (x,y) ∈ X , w ∈ Zp}
K := Y, and Y ′ := Zp.
Return (pk,msk)←r SetupFE(1λ,X ′,K,Y ′, 1k,Dk, )

KeyGen(msk, α ∈ Y):

Return skα := KeyGenFE(msk, α)

Enc(pk, (x,y) ∈ X ,M ∈ GT ):

w ←r Zp; C0 := [w]T +M
C1 := EncFE(pk, (w · x,y))
Return ct(x,y) := (C0, C1)

Dec(pk, ct(x,y) := (C0, C1), skα):

K := DecFE(pk, C1, skα)
Return C0 −K.

Fig. 5. PE(k,Dk), a family of functional encryption schemes parametrized by k ∈ N∗ and a matrix distribution Dk,
selectively secure if the underlying FE scheme (SetupFE,KeyGenFE,EncFE,DecFE) is selectively secure.

Theorem 5 (Correctness). Let k ∈ N∗ and Dk be a matrix distribution. Let FE :=
(SetupFE,KeyGenFE,EncFE,DecFE) be a functional encryption scheme for F : X ′ × K → Y ′ where

for all (x,y) ∈ X ′, α ∈ K, F ((x,y), α) =
[∑

i,j∈[n] αi,jxiyj

]
T

. If FE is perfectly correct, then, so is

the attribute-based encryption scheme PE(k,Dk) defined in Figure 4.

Proof of Theorem 5. By correctness of FE, we have for all (x,y) ∈ X , w ∈ Zp, α ∈ Y: (wx,y) ∈ X ′,
α ∈ K′, and

F ((w · x,y), α) =

w · ∑
i∈[n],j∈[m]

αi,jxiyj

 = [w · P((x,y), α)]T .

Thus, when P((x,y), α) = 1, decryption recovers the encapsulation key [w]T . ut

Theorem 6 (Security). Let k ∈ N∗ and Dk be a matrix distribution. Let FE :=
(SetupFE,KeyGenFE,EncFE,DecFE) be a functional encryption scheme for F : X ′ × K → Y ′ where

for all (x,y) ∈ X ′, α ∈ K, F ((x,y), α) =
[∑

i,j∈[n] αi,jxiyj

]
T

. If FE is selectively secure, then, so

is the attribute-based encryption scheme PE(k,Dk) defined in Figure 4.
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Proof of Theorem 6. Let A be an adversary against the selective security of FE. We build and
adversary B against the selective security of PE such that T(B) ≈ T(A) and

AdvPEA (λ) ≤ AdvFEB (λ).

It is clear that B can simulate the SetupO and KeyGenO oracles for the security game of PE
from the oracles for the security game of FE. By definition of the security for PE, A submits
(x(0),y(0)), (x(1),y(1)) ∈ X , M0,M1 ∈ M such that for all queried skα, P((x(0),y(0)), α) =
P((x(1),y(1)), α). This implies that for all w ∈ Zp, F ((w ·x(0),y(0)), α) = F ((w ·x(1),y(1)), α). There-
fore, by security of FE, we can switch the challenge ciphertext ([w]T +Mb,EncFE(pk, (w ·x(b),y(b))))
where b ←r {0, 1} to ([w]T + Mb,EncFE(pk, (w · x(0),y(0)))). If have P((x(0),y(0)), α) = 0, then we
can change it to ([w]T + Mb,EncFE(pk, (0,0))), by security of FE, which is independent from the
bit b, since Mb is completely masked by the one-time pad [w]T . If P((x(0),y(0)), α) = 1, then, by
definition of the security of PE, M0 = M1 and the challenge ciphertext is independent of b. ut

PE for boolean functions. We can use PE in Figure 4 to handle boolean functions of constant
degree d in n variables, with ciphertext of O(nd/2) group elements, compared to O(nd) group
elements in [24] (the asymptotic is taken for large n, constant d). Note that boolean expressions
can be arithmetized into a polynomial that evaluates to 0 or 1, à la [31]. Namely, for boolean
variable x, y ∈ {0, 1}, AND(x, y) is encoded as x · y, OR(x, y) is encoded as x + y − x · y, and
NOT(x) = 1− x.

PE for comparison. We reduce the predicate P≤ : [N ] × [N ] → {0, 1} defined for all x, y ∈ [N ]
by

P≤(x, y) = 1 iff x ≤ y,

to a polynomial of degree two, as in [9]. First, any x ∈ [N ] is canonically mapped to the lexi-
cographically ordered pair (x1, x2) ∈ [

√
N ] × [

√
N ] (we assume

√
N is an integer for simplicity).

Then x1 is mapped to vectors a :=

(
1x1−1

0
√
N−x1+1

)
∈ {0, 1}

√
N where 1`, 0` denote the all-one

and all-zero vectors in {0, 1}`, respectively; and b := ei ∈ {0, 1}
√
N , where ei denotes the i’th

vector of the canonical basis of Z
√
N

p . Finally, x2 ∈ [
√
N ] is mapped to c :=

(
1x2

0
√
N−x2

)
. For all

(x1, x2), (y1, y2) ∈ [
√
N ]× [

√
N ]:

P≤((x1, x2), (y1, y2)) = 1 iff ay1 + by1 · cy2 = 1.

This gives a PE for comparison with ciphertexts of O(
√
N) group elements, as in [9, 20]. Namely,

using the scheme presented in Figure 3.2, we obtain a PE for comparison with ciphertext size
11
√
N · |G1|+ 6

√
N · |G2| and secret-key size |G1|+ |G2|, compared to ciphertext size 5

√
N · |G1|+

4
√
N · |G2|+ |GT | and secret-key size |G2| for [20], where both schemes are selectively-secure based

on SXDH.
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